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Abstract. Examining the efficacy of natural disaster management readiness and response activities is challenging due to the involvement of many
random and uncertain components. These uncertainties can be captured
by stochastic models. The analysis of these models is carried out using
Monte Carlo simulations to judge the effectiveness of natural disaster
management solutions. However, this approach uses static estimators,
which generally rely on sampled number of events taken from the random space. The safety-critical nature of disaster management requires
a more quantifiable analysis. In order to overcome this challenge, we
propose to use statistical model checking for relief supply location and
distribution in natural disaster management. For illustration purposes,
we use the PRISM model checker to model and analyze a real-world scenario of relief supply location and distribution while considering some key
factors, like demand of medical supplies at hospitals, predestined routes
from warehouses to hospitals, capacity of warehouses and transportation
plans.
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Introduction

Our lives are overwhelmed with adverse events, such as natural disasters that
occur on specific spatial and temporal scales. Some typical examples of natural disaster include earthquakes, the outbreak of diseases, volcanic eruptions,
cyclones, tornadoes, floods and bridge collapses [37]. All these sudden adverse
events may lead to disastrous consequences. For example, the Pakistani earthquake (2005), registered 7.6 in the Richter scale, led to the death of 75,000 people while injuring another 106,000 [1]. Primarily, such multifaceted disasters are
caused based on the interaction of countless components, which can be broadly
categorized in three major entities, i.e., the physical environment [36]; the social and demographic characteristics of communities [35,17]; and the constructed
environment, comprising of roads, bridges and buildings [24,26].
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To reduce the effect of such disastrous consequences a comprehensive predisaster and post-disaster planning is inevitable. Numerous solutions, such as
risks reduction and disaster prevention plans [5], relief supply locations and distribution (RSLD) plans [5], evacuation and emergency response plans [32], rescue and relief plans [32] and reconstruction plans [21] are generally considered.
Traditional disaster management planning [40,34] considers the static and deterministic location and distribution of medical supplies only. The models of such
disaster management plans are not completely adequate for capturing all the
post-disaster cases due to absence of stochastic parameters, such as the storage
capacity of relief supplies [3], location and distribution of relief supplies [20,32],
planning and routing of vehicles [29,25], vehicle destruction, efficient path selection and path destruction. Similarly, these models fail to consider the availability
of selected vehicles and paths in the case of a disaster event. In this paper, we
have considered some of these stochastic factors, i.e., path selection, path destruction, vehicle destruction, selection of number of vehicles and traversal time
of a specific path.
To avoid the above-mentioned limitations, stochastic modeling is considered
quite practical to capture the random and unpredictable parameters of a natural
disaster management plan [6,27]. Stochastic programming (SP) [7] is one of the
most popular stochastic modeling approaches and is used mostly in planning,
preparedness and post-disaster activities of a natural disaster event [5]. In SP,
the uncertain data is incorporated into the objective function of a mathematical stochastic program. This uncertainty is usually differentiated by probability
distribution parameters. The level of uncertainty significantly varies in the case
of natural disasters, ranging from a few possible outcomes of the data, i.e., few
scenarios, to various possible outcomes. These possible outcomes are mathematically described in terms of elements w of a set W. For example, the set of possible
demands over the next few months can be described by such a set W.
Simulations of stochastic systems (Monte Carlo methods) are well studied and have been applied extensively to analyze real-world systems for many
decades. Statistical model checking (SMC) is a similar yet distinct method for
analyzing the behavior of randomized systems. [4]. Statistical model checking is
a technique that uses the discrete-event simulation (DES) as a primary method
to generate approximate results against the probabilistic properties. In order
to carry out this activity, SMC uses the built-in discrete-event simulator of the
PRISM model checker [2]. Essentially, this is achieved by sampling i.e., generating a large number of random paths through the model, evaluating the result
of the given properties on each run, and using this information to generate an
approximately correct result. This approach is particularly useful on very large
models when normal model checking is infeasible. Traditional simulation based
analysis do not allow us to analyze formally specified properties, which are analyzed using SMC by specifying them in stochastic temporal logic. This is a key
feature of SMC as formally specified properties are generally more expressive and
reliable. Moreover, in SMC, executions of a stochastic system are first sampled,
after which statistical techniques are applied to determine whether such a prop-
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erty holds. While the output of sample-based methods are not always correct,
statistical inference can quantify the confidence in the result produced [4].
Simulation based analysis of all existing Stochastic Programming models is
carried out as cause and effect models. Static estimators are used in these Monte
Carlo simulation based analysis methods for computing the probability. These
estimators generally rely on a limited number of events extracted from the random space [28]. In SMC, a limited number of events (or paths) of the model are
executed. The major advantage is that we can extract these paths directly from
a formal model on the fly. Once we have extracted the paths, we estimate the
probability by testing the property over each one of them during the verification step. For example, we compute r/N , where r is the number of paths which
validate the property and N is the total number of extracted paths (the sample
size). The paths are linear, so the verification is performed quite quickly. Thus,
to perform SMC, we only need to extract these runs and compute the mean.
Now, the estimator we choose converges to the real probability asymptotically.
It seems necessary to get an idea of the reliability that an experimentation offers
for a certain number of runs. This reliability can be characterized, for example,
by:
– a confidence interval, with its level of confidence and width
– an asymptotic confidence interval, similar to the normal one
– a statistical test, with two types of errors
A formal model has well-defined synchronization primitives with clear semantics for modeling synchronous and asynchronous communication between nodes.
Thus, model checking of the probabilistic model determines exact probabilities
and performance bounds, which can never be guaranteed by simulation [16].
Also, for a given level of reliability, it could be interesting to run the optimal
number of steps required. [28].
In statistical model checking, runs (or paths) extracted directly from the
formal model are used as events for verifying quantitative properties [22]. The
analysis can be termed as complete if all the paths are analyzed, otherwise a
probabilistic bound on the analysis error is provided, which is one of the distinguishing features of statistical model checking compared to simulation [18,28].
The usage of a formal model to extract the paths is another feature that makes
statistical model checking superior than traditional simulation based analysis.
SMC is very helpful in scenarios where a discursive representation of the
global transition relation is required. This type of situation frequently appears
in case of cyber-physical systems [11]. The other applications of SMC include
the automated analysis of T-Cell Receptor Signaling Pathway [10] and in mixed
signal circuits where there is joint interaction between digital and analogue quantities [9].
The main scope of this paper is to use statistical model checking for the
verification of RSLD in natural disaster management. We choose RSLD among
other components of natural disaster management because it is one of the most
challenging issues in the field of logistics and such operations are renowned for
their complexity. Improved planning and preparedness against natural disaster
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can help saving lives and enabling communities to restart normal lives quickly by
reducing the sufferings of the survivors [41]. RSLD includes a number of stochastic factors, such as path selection, path destruction [21], vehicle destruction [29],
selection of number of vehicles and traversal time of a specific path [25]. These
factors have a major effect on the adaptability, survivability and management of
RSLD and thus their analysis can provide very useful insights about the efficacy
of a given natural disaster management scheme.
The proposed framework for the statistical analysis of RSLD comprises of
the following main contributions:
1. The development of a formal stochastic model of RSLD incorporating its
probabilistic and non-deterministic factors. Probabilistic factors include path
selection, vehicle destruction and path destruction while non-deterministic
factors include path traversal time, disaster occurrence time and selection of
available vehicles [25].
2. The identification of a set of generic properties for the verification of the developed model, e.g., destination demand fulfillment with respect to stochastic
factors of RSLD.
3. An approach for the verification of the proposed properties by statistical
model checking for any given RSLD setting. This verification step mainly
allows us to determine the efficiency of the given RSLD by observing the
impact of above-mentioned factors on the destination demand fulfillment in
case of a natural disaster.
The proposed framework is implemented in the PRISM [22] model checking tool.
The main motivation behind this choice includes its ability to express stochastic
models as markov decision processes (MDPs). PRISM supports a wide range
of properties, such as linear temporal logic (LTL), probabilistic linear temporal
logic (PLTL) and Probabilistic Computation Tree Logic (PCTL) [22]. In order
to illustrate the effectiveness and utilization of the proposed model, we use it to
analyze a real-world scenario of RSLD implemented in Seattle, Washington [25].

2

Related Work

The pre-disaster phase include activities like disaster planning and disaster management while the post-disaster phases include activities that take into account
the stochastic considerations, such as location and distribution of supplies [32],
medical supply storage capacity, vehicle planning and routing path time calculation and selection [25]. The deterministic disaster management models, for instance [34,40], lack stochastic considerations and are best suited for pre-disaster
phase instead of post disaster phase. To cater the modeling of post-disaster phase
of a natural disaster management scheme, stochastic modeling approach is considered quite triumphant as it allows incorporating its random and unpredictable
nature.
A comprehensive survey on RSLD models is presented by Ali et al. [5]. The
existing models are mainly categorized by considering some key sub-problems
of disaster management, such as relief supplies prepositioning, evacuation planning, permanent and temporary shelter location and relief supply distribution.
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A mixed integer multi-commodity stochastic network flow model regarding location distribution was presented by Yi et al. [42] incorporating two key factors,
i.e. evacuation of resources and transportation of medical supplies. A two-stage
stochastic programming (SP) model was proposed by Mete et al. [25]. The first
stage activities include the ware house selection and the storage of medical supplies, while the second stage incorporates the amount of medical supplies to be
delivered to hospitals and was further analyzed by a mixed-integer programming (MIP) model incorporating parameters, such as vehicle assignments and
routing. Ozguven et al. [30] proposed an inventory management system while incorporating the uncertainty in demand after the occurrence of a disaster event.
Bozorgi-Amiri et al. [8] proposed a model regarding supply chain of relief supplies
distribution using Mixed integer non-linear programming. Duran et al. [14] developed a model regarding inventory location using MIP to analyze the response
time with respect to prepositioning of relief supplies. However, all the abovementioned analysis involves the usage of informal models for judging informally
specified properties, which are quite susceptible to modeling and specification
errors. Moreover, most of the existing work do not capture the randomized nature of many elements in the model, like vehicle destruction [25,32,39] or path
destruction [25,39]. We overcome these limitations by using MDP to capture
the behavior of RSLD and expressing the desired characteristics as probabilistic
quantitative properties in the PRISM model checker.
Besides the above-mentioned informal models, some formal models have also
been used. Cloth et al. [12] used probabilistic model checking to check the endurance of a disaster management scheme. They modeled the system operations
as Continuous-Time Markov Chain that is analyzed using model checking algorithms in the stochastic Petri nets to assess the system survivability. Fahadland
et. al. [15] analyzed the resilience of the disaster management schemes under
different spatiotemporal scales. They proposed an adaptive process incorporating a set of scenarios by using Petri nets. The system behavior is created and
adjusted by the model at run-time using the adaptation operator based on the
given scenarios. These existing formal methods based analysis certainly advocate
the usefulness of using formal methods in this safety-critical domain. However,
their context is not to judge the performance of RSLD, which is the main scope
of the current paper. To the best of our knowledge, this paper presents the first
formal model and a set of formally specified properties to judge the functionality and performance of RSLD based scheme on the statistical model checking
principles.

3

Preliminaries

This section provides a short introduction to statistical model checking and the
PRISM model checker to facilitate the understanding of the rest of the paper.
3.1

Statistical Model Checking

Statistical model checking is a computationally effective verification technique
based on selective system sampling. It tends to solve the model checking problem
by using simulation and hypothesis testing [23,33] based approaches. The main
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idea is to simulate the given system model for a subset of its all possible executions, and then use the available samples of execution to statistically infer if the
given property [43] is satisfied or not. Statistical model checking can be used for
analyzing large models in a very effective manner. Due to the usage of hypothesis testing, there is always some probability of error in the verification results.
Statistical model checkers cater for this problem by providing error bounds for
each verified property. The verification accuracy is determined by these bounds
and we can get fairly accurate results by exploring sufficiently large number of
sample paths.
Statistical model checking offers various advantages compared to other classical analysis methods. Firstly, the model only requires the system’s sample
executions, which makes statistical model checking a very flexible analysis technique and it can be applied to analyze a wide range of systems, including infinite
state systems. Secondly, the approach can be used to analyze a wide range of
probabilistic properties [23], such as (PLTL). The main difference between the
Monte Carlo method and statistical model checking is that in the Monte Carlo
method, the computation of an approximate probability with a statistic estimator is based on a limited number of events from the random space while, in
statistical model checking, the limited number of events are runs (or paths) of a
formally specified model. The major advantage is that these paths are extracted
directly from a complete and rigorous model and the probability is estimated by
testing the property over each of the extracted path. Moreover, the verification
time for the properties is very short as the paths are linear [28].
3.2

PRISM Model Checker

PRISM [22] is a widely used probabilistic model checker for formal modeling
and analysis of schemes or systems that exhibit probabilistic or random behavior.The probabilistic behavior of systems is basically captured based on the Reactive Modules formalism [2]. PRISM supports modern algorithms and symbolic
data structures by the agency of Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) and MultiTerminal Binary Decision Diagrams (MTBDDs) along with statistical model
checking using its discrete events based simulation engine. The verification of
Markov processes, i.e., continuous-time Markov chains (CTMC), discrete-time
Markov chains (DTMC), Markov decision processes (MDP), and probabilistic
timed automata (PTA) is also a distinguished feature of this tool. The components of the given distributed system are modeled as modules, which can be
synchronous or asynchronous in nature incorporating variables and commands.
The possible states of modules are described by variables while its behavior is
described by commands. The variables in PRISM can be declared (globally, locally) using both integer and Boolean data-types. In PRISM, the state space
can be explored automatically and manually. In the case of manual state space
exploration, a user can define the number of steps and time for simulation. Different simulation paths are generated that can be backtracked and stored in a
text file. In PRISM, the verification of Markov processes is performed by the
conformance of formulated properties. Properties in PRISM are expressed using
Linear Temporal Logic (LTL), Probabilistic Linear Temporal Logic (PLTL) and
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Probabilistic Computation Tree Logic (PCTL). PRISM automatically verifies
these properties against the associated model and the results can also be plotted
and logged [22]. For performing statistical model checking, PRISM supports four
different methods i.e., Confidence Interval (CI), Asymptotic Confidence Interval (ACI), Approximate Probabilistic Model Checking (APMC )and Sequential
Probability Ratio Test (SPRT).
The parameters of CI are Confidence (alpha), Number of samples (N) and
Width (w). On the basis of the number of samples and given confidence level,
this method provides confidence interval for the approximate value generated
for a property P= ?. Let X be the actual result of the property P= ? and Y
be the approximation generated then actual result lies in the confidence interval
[Y-w,Y+w]100 (1-alpha)%. ACI has the same functionality as CI except that it
uses Normal Distribution for approximation when finding the confidence interval. The APMC method provides a probabilistic guarantee on the accuracy of
the approximate value generated for a P=? property. SPRT is more appropriate
for bounded properties, such as P<=p[..] and P>=p[..]. It is based on acceptance sampling techniques. It uses Wald’s sequential probability ratio test, which
generates a series of samples, determining when an answer with sufficiently high
confidence can be given on runtime. We used the CI method in this paper as this
is the default method and is considered more effective in performing statistical
model checking [28].

4

Proposed RSLD Model

The main objective is to develop a formal model of RSLD in natural disaster
management that can be specialized to analyze any real-world scenario of RSLD.
For this purpose, we have identified three major components, as depicted in Fig.
1.
1. Source: Represents a facility, where medical supplies are stored and transportation vehicles are kept.
2. Destination: Represents a facility, where the demand of a medical supply
arises.
3. Paths: Represents route information between sources and destinations.
These components are used as inputs to the proposed RSLD model incorporating
the key stochastic parameters as exhibited in Fig. 1. The detail of the abovementioned inputs is described below:
4.1

Source

The source location and storage capacity for emergency supplies is the most important part of the disaster readiness process [25]. The nature of sources depends
on the type of disaster, i.e., earthquake, floods, volcanic eruption, windstorms
etc. For example, a warehouse can be a source of commodities for earthquake
based disaster. Sources should be capable of satisfying the needs of one or more
destinations depending upon their location, capacity and their distance from the
destination. In addition to relief supplies, sources also have transportation vehicles to fulfill the destination demand. While deciding the transportation modes,
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Fig. 1: Proposed RSLD Model
the two main factors are considered: the requirements (Urgency, distance to the
destination and other conditions, such as transportation routes, weather, etc.)
and feasible forms of transport (available means, such as trucks, boats, planes
etc., cost in terms of time, transmission capacities, etc.) [38,13].
In our proposed RSLD model, we assume that sources are always available
and operational to meet the required needs. This assumption is made to evaluate the quality of the underlying disaster management plan as, in the case of
unavailability of sources, the required demand can never be fulfilled. Our model
also incorporates vehicle destruction as this event can happen with a relatively
high probability during a disaster. To the best of our knowledge, this feature is
not yet incorporated in any other RSLD model.
4.2

Destination

The destination is defined as the facility that generates the demand to receive
relief supplies from the sources. The main goal of the logistics chain in relief
operations is delivering the aid to the affected people [31]. Destinations can be
different with respect to the disaster type, e.g., hospitals or temporary medical
centers are commonly used destination points in case of earthquakes and floods.
The destination should be properly identified as its role is equally important in all
of the three stages of natural disaster management - pre-disaster prevention and
planning, disaster situation management and post-disaster phases of resolution
and return to normality [21,31]. The successful and timely delivery of the relief
supplies to their required destinations is the only way to lessen the impact of
natural disaster in a scenario where the severity and frequency of natural disaster
are rising alarmingly [31]. In our proposed RSLD model, the destinations are
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categorized into primary and secondary destinations. Primary destination is the
one closest to the source and secondary destination is the next to the closest
source. On the basis of the shortest distance from the source to the destination,
we are assuming the range of the primary destinations from 1 to 5 while the
secondary destinations from 1 to 2.
4.3

Paths

The transportation of supplies from the source to the destination is a vital part
of the logistic chain [38]. The late delivery of supplies can adversely affect the
performance of RSLD. Therefore, the main challenge is to ensure secure transportation and timely delivery of supplies by choosing appropriate transportation modes (roads, waterways, air) [37,13]. In general, humanitarian operations
largely use the road and air transport. However, other modes e.g., water can
efficiently support distribution activities in both the strategy of delivery and
logistical support to the process. Our proposed RSLD model selects the shortest
path among all the available paths. Paths or routes selected for transportation
of relief supplies are also vulnerable to damage as a consequence of a natural
disaster. To overcome this vulnerability, our model also incorporates path destruction.

5

Modeling RSLD in PRISM

We selected MDP to develop the formal model for RSLD because it allows us to
capture both probabilistic and non-deterministic factors of the proposed RSLD
model. Probabilistic factors include path selection, vehicle destruction and path
destruction while non-deterministic factors include path traversal time, occurrence time of disaster and selection of available vehicles. This model can be used
to analyze the proposed properties by varying different RSLD parameters in the
PRISM model checker.
The inputs of the proposed model are described in Algorithm 1 where, S,
D and P represents the total number of sources, destinations and the interconnecting paths. s represents a specific source, d represents a specific destination
and p represents a specific path with values ranging 1 to S, 1 to D and 1 to P
respectively. The primary and secondary destinations of a source are also integrated into the model by developing separate modules. The basic functionality of
modules remains the same and is illustrated in Algorithm 1. To handle multiple
sources and destinations the model also incorporates the concept of module renaming which allows duplication of existing modules. The working of our RSLD
model is divided into two phases, i.e, at the pre-disaster and post-disaster phase.
5.1

Pre-disaster Phase

The pre-disaster phase includes the coverage of events that can be taken up before the occurrence of a disaster. In the proposed model, we use the minimum
distance from the sources as the foremost criteria for destination selection [25].
The original map of the affected area is used to calculate the distance from each
source to the destination, which is then used to determine the primary destination, i.e., the nearest destination for a source, and the secondary destination.
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Algorithm 1 : Source Destination Module
Input:
S Dd;Set of primary destinations for each source s [D1...Dd], D1 represents destination 1 where
destination range is from 1 to d
S ExDd; Set of secondary destinations for each source s [ExD1..ExDd], where ExD1 represents
alternative destination 1
T D : [1 : 3]; Disaster time (1, 2 and 3 represents rush, working and nonworking hours, respectively) and P (D) = 1/3
T ime p s Dd : [1 : P ]; Time of each path p from source s to destination d
W w working : [1 : K]; Time coefficients for working hours
W w nonworking : [1 : K]; Time coefficients for non-working hours
W w rush : [1 : K]; Time coefficients for rush hours
where
s : [1 : S]; Number of sources
d : [1 : D]; Number of destinations
p : [1 : P ]; Number of paths
Vs : [0..V ]; No of Vehicles in source s.
Cs : [0..C]; Source total capacity.
Cv : [0..v]; Vehicle transportation capacity .
Dd : [0..R]; Destination Demand or Requirement.
P pathdes, [0.1...0.9]; probability of path destruction
P vehdes, [0.1...0.9]; probability of vehicle destruction
veh s Dd; No of vehicles assigned.
avg speed; Average speed of vehicles.
dist s Dd; distance of destination d from source s
Xs, Y s; X and Y coordinates of source s
Xd, Y d; X and Y coordinates of destination d
Path Time Calculation:
1: if Disaster = 1 then
2:
1/3 : (T D = 1) + 1/3 : (T D = 2) + 1/3 : (T D = 3);
3:
T D = (1|2|3)− > dist s Dd = (pow((Xd − Xs), 2) + pow((Y d − Y s), 2), 1/2)));
where dist s Dd is computed from speed formula;
4:
T D = (1|2|3) → (T ime 1 s Dd = dist s Dd/avg speed);
5:
T D = (1|2|3) → (T ime p s Dd = T ime 1 s Dd + random value p);
6:
T D = 1 → T ime p s Dd = T ime p s Dd ∗ W w working;
7:
T D = 2 → T ime p s Dd = T ime p s Dd ∗ W w nonworking;
8:
T D = 3 → T ime p s Dd = T ime p s Dd ∗ W w rush;
Path Destruction and Path Selection:
9:
P pathdes : (T ime p s Dd = T ime p s Dd ∗ 0) + (1 − P pathdes) : (T ime p s Dd =
T ime p s Dd ∗ 1);
10:
Rs d = min(T ime 1 s Dd......T ime p s Dd);
where Rs d is Route form source s to destination d;
11:
if Rs d != 0 then
12:
path selected;
13:
end if
Vehicle Selection:
14:
if total(num primary destinations) >= 1 then
15:
veh s Dd = Vs /num;
where num is number of primary destinations of source s
16:
else
17:
V eh s Dd = (1/Cv) ∗ Dd ;
18:
end if
Vehicle Destruction:
From Source s towards the Destination d;
19:
(S d = s)&Vs ! = 0&save v Dd! = 0 →
P vehdes/save v Dd : (f ound v Dd = save v IDd − 1) + .. + P vehdes/save v Dd :
(f ound v Dd = 0) + 1 − P vehdes : (f ound v Dd = save v Dd)
S d = s represents source s for destinations d,
where save v Dd is number of vehicles transported with goods on the selected path,
f ound v Dd is number of non-destructed or safe vehicles;
20:
if (f ound v Dd = 0|f ound v Dd = 1|..f ound v Dd = save v Dd) then
21:
RD d = Dd + (save v Dd − f ound v Dd) ∗ Cv ;
22:
Vs = Vs + f ound v Dd;
where RD d is the remaining demand of destination d;
23:
end if
From Destination d towards the Source s;
24:
same as line number 19
25:
if (f ound v Dd = 0|f ound v Dd = 1|..f ound v Dd = save v Dd) then
26:
Vs = Vs + f ound v Dd;
27:
end if
28:
if (RD d > 0)&(Cs ! = 0&Vs ! = 0) then
29:
go to line number 9;
30:
else
31:
if (RD d > 0)&(Cs = 0|Vs = 0)&(S ExDd = S Dd) then;
32:
W h h = w;
secondary source selected and goto line number 9;
33:
else
34:
if (RD h > 0)&(Cw = 0|Vw = 0) then
secondary source capacity is consumed or vehicles are utilized;
35:
Destination demand is not fulfilled
36:
end if
37:
Destination demand is fulfilled
38:
end if
39:
end if
40: end if
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Post-disaster Phase

Post-disaster phase includes the coverage of events that can be taken up after
the occurrence of a disaster. The disaster event, based on its occurrence time is
categorized into rush hours (R), working hours (W) and non-working hours (N)
[25]. The occurrence time of disaster T D is selected non-deterministically in our
model as shown in Path Time Calculation part of Algorithm 1.
The traversal time of all the paths from the source to the destination is calculated. The modeling of this step in PRISM is performed by calculating the normal traversal time by using the formula T ime 1 s Dd = dist s Dd/avg speed,
where avg speed is the average speed of the vehicle and dist s Dd is the minimum distance from the source to the destination. Similarly, the traversal time of
other paths are calculated by addition of a random value in the above computed
traversal time and is also dependent on the occurrence time of a disaster event.
The next step is to check the path availability based on the damages caused by
a disaster event, e.g., landsliding etc. This activity is handled in Path Destruction
and Path Selection part of Algorithm 1. If the path with minimum traversal
time is available then it is selected, otherwise the next available shortest path is
chosen.
To proceed further, the transportation resources are chosen, i.e., the number
of vehicles meant for transporting relief supplies from the source to the destination. The RSLD model keeps an update regarding the status of vehicles while
sending medical supplies on a selected path from source to destination and vice
versa. On detection of a vehicle destruction, the model recomputes the number of vehicles and the destination demand. Upon demand fulfillment, the main
objective of the model is considered to be accomplished, otherwise, the next
alternate source for the destination is selected based on the minimum distance
criteria. This set of activities continues until the destination demand is fulfilled.
As shown in Vehicle Selection part of Algorithm 1, the vehicle selection activity
is performed according to the number of primary destinations, i.e., the available vehicles are distributed equally among all primary destinations. In case of
single primary destination, the available vehicles are assigned according to the
destination demand. The selected vehicles veh s Dd carrying relief supplies are
transported to the destination accordingly. Afterwards, the vehicle destruction
along-with demand fulfillment of the destination is checked. Based on above output, the remaining demand of destinations RD d, remaining capacity of sources
RC s, and remaining vehicles RV s are computed. In case of vehicle destruction,
the remaining demand of the destination RD d and remaining vehicles RV s are
updated accordingly, as shown in the Vehicle Destruction part of Algorithm 1.
If no vehicle destruction occurs, then only the total number of available vehicles
V s are updated. Similarly, vehicle destruction from a destination to a source
is monitored and the total number of available vehicles V s are updated. Afterwards, if the remaining demand of the destination RD d is greater than 0 and the
remaining source capacity RC s or remaining number of vehicles are consumed
then destination d selects the secondary source. Otherwise, the destination se-
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lects the same source for demand fulfillment. If the remaining demand RD d
becomes 0, we conclude that the destination demand is fulfilled.
After modeling RSLD in PRISM, The next step is to verify the desired properties and thus analyze the model using statistical model checking.

6

Analyzing RSLD using Statistical Model Checking

The analysis process of the RSLD using statistical model checking principles is
depicted in Fig. 2.
The first step is to develop the RSLD model while identifying its sources,
destinations, and paths, described as RSLD Modeling Parameters in Fig. 2.
After modeling, a set of functional properties based on the working description
of the given RSLD model is identified. The functional properties ensure the
precise and accurate working of the model. These properties are represented by
quantitative operators in PRISM. The RSLD performance parameters, i.e., the
probability of path destruction, the number of destinations, expected time and
vehicle destruction are used to analyze the impact on the demand fulfillment
of the destination. The sub-attributes of vehicle destruction include a number
of lost vehicles and the probability of vehicle destruction. The RSLD modeling
parameters and performance parameters are translated into the MDP model.
PRISM, based on the LTL properties formally verifies the MDP model and
provides the quantitative information. This quantitative information can play a
vital role in developing effective RSLD model.
The transportation of relief supplies from source to a destination requires
available paths and vehicles and it depends on a highly vulnerable transportation system thus making it a very critical parameter in the analysis. Demand
fulfillment is analyzed with respect to a varying number of destinations instead
of a number of sources to study the capability of a source to fulfill the demand
of multiple destinations.
We now provide a set of properties to formally analyze the functionality
of RSLD with respect to sources and destinations. For instance, we evaluated
the probability of eventually fulfilling the destination demand by expressing the
following property:
P =?[F RD d = 0 & var d n = 1]

(1)

where RD d represents the total demand of destination d with an associated flag
var d n. The destination d varies from 1 to D and n corresponds to the number of primary destination of source s. This property evaluates the probability
of demand fulfillment of a destination d with respect to a source. Property 1
corresponds to the demand fulfillment of destination d when RD d becomes 0
and var d n updates its status to 1. It can also be used for the verification of
demand fulfillment of primary and secondary destinations.
It is quite important in the case of disasters to meet the destination demand within a certain time. This makes the expected time a vital parameter
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Fig. 2: Proposed Analysis Framework

in assessing the performance of RSLD model. Keeping it in view, we have proposed another property which evaluates the probability of destination demand
fulfillment with respect to the expected time.
P =?[F RD d = 0 & var d n = 1 &
estimatedtime Dd <= expectedtime Dd]

(2)

Property 2 corresponds to the demand fulfillment of destination within expected
time when RD d is set to 0 and var d n is set to 1 and the estimated time of
demand fulfillment estimatedtime Dd is less than or equal to the expected
time expectedtime Dd. Expected time is computed by taking into account the
best and the worst case scenarios of the given RSLD model and the estimated
time is the approximate time computed by the number of steps involved in the
destination demand fulfillment in PRISM. The best case scenario occurs when
the source has the maximum capacity for destination demand fulfillment with no
path destruction and vehicle destruction. The worst case scenario occurs when
the source has only a single path to reach its destination and the path has a
maximum traversal time with an unavoidable probability of vehicle destruction.
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Analyzing RSLD for Seattle

For illustration purposes, we applied the proposed RSLD model to analyze the
RSLD in Seattle [25] as shown in Fig. 3. To specialize the proposed generic
model to the given RSLD scenario, the following translations are considered.
Warehouses and Hospitals correspond to sources and destinations while only
roads and trucks are considered as transportation modes and medium. Seattle

Fig. 3: Seattle Map with Hospitals and Warehouses
has five warehouses represented by square boxes and ten hospitals represented by
circles, as depicted in Fig. 3. Warehouse 1 has five primary hospitals, i.e., 3, 4,
8, 9 and 10 and a secondary hospital i.e., 1 as shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 4 represents
a more detailed and scaled down version of the same scenario incorporating
only warehouse 1 with associated hospitals for better understanding. In Fig.
4a, warehouse 1 has multiple available paths to connect with a hospital. The
traversal time for four different available paths between warehouse 1 and hospital
4 are labeled as T1, T2, T3 and T4. After disaster, as shown in Fig. 4a, the
path traversal times T1, T2, T3 and T4 are changed, based on the occurrence
time of the disaster, i.e., working, rush and non-working hours. The updated
values of path traversal time are T1+∆T, T2+∆T, T3+∆T and T4+∆T where ∆T
represents the change in time. The value of ∆T is unique for each path. Similarly,
the post-disaster traversal times against all other hospitals are computed.
In Fig. 4b, warehouse 1 checks the availability of all active paths and the
paths having the shortest traversal time are selected for transporting relief supplies to the respective hospitals. It also depicts a scenario of vehicle selection
and its destruction from warehouse to hospital (WH→H) and from hospital to
warehouse (H→WH). Considering WC is the warehouse capacity, VC is the vehicle
capacity, D-EX1 is the demand of secondary Hospital and D-3, D-4, D-8, D-9,
D-10 are the demands of the corresponding primary hospitals. Vehicles available at warehouses are assigned to all primary hospitals and relief supplies are
transported on the pre-selected paths. During transportation we also perform
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Warehouse 1

Hospital 8

Hospital 4

D-4
Hospital 8

WC

D-8
Hospital 9

Hospital 9

D-9
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D - 10

D – EX1
Hospital 3
Hospital 1

Hospital 3

(a) Path Selection after disaster

Hospital 1

Vehicles Capacity = VC

D-3

(b) Vehicle Selection and Destruction

Fig. 4: Case Study Scenario
the vehicle destruction check to update the status of vehicles along with the
demand of hospitals.
To verify the demand fulfillment property of any primary hospital, e.g., Hospital 3 of Warehouse 1, we modify the generic Property 1 as follows:
P =?[F rem H3 = 0 & var ID 1 = 1]

(3)

where rem H3 is the remaining demand of Hospital 3 and var ID 1 is its associated flag. The same property is used for the verification of demand fulfillment of
other primary and secondary hospitals of Warehouse 1. Warehouse 1, after fulfilling the demand of its primary hospitals will satisfy the demand of its secondary
hospital upon availability of its capacity. Similarly, we used Property 1, to verify
the demand fulfillment of primary and secondary hospitals of warehouses i.e.,
2,3,4,5 as shown in Fig. 3. In order to verify the accumulative demand fulfillment
of primary hospitals of warehouse 1, we modify property 1 as follows:
P =? F [rem H3 = 0 & var ID 1 = 1 & rem H4 = 0 &
var ID 2 = 1 & rem H8 = 0 & var ID 3 = 1 & rem H9 = 0 &
var ID 4 = 1 & rem H10 = 0 & var ID 5 = 1]
(4)
where rem H4, rem H8, rem H9 and rem H10 are the remaining demands of
hospital 4,8,9 and 10 and var ID 2, var ID 3, var ID 4, and var ID 5 are
their associated flags. The proposed model can be used to obtain interesting
insights about the given RSLD by varying the probability of vehicle and path
destruction, number of hospitals and vehicles. We used Version 4.3 of the PRISM
model checker along with CentOS Linux (6.5), storage capacity (22TB) and
total memory (1.312TB). The system has 34 computing nodes, 272 processing
cores and a peak performance of 132 Teraflops. We also used default maximum
path length (10000), confidence (0.01) which is 99% confidence level, simulation
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method CI and the number of samples (100000) in statistical model checking
for the verification of the properties. The sample size (100000) is reasonably fine
since very low probabilistic bound is observed against property verification.
In order to analyze the RSLD, we computed the probability of hospital demand fulfillment against path and vehicle destruction probability by using the
above-mentioned property 1. For example, Figs. 5a and 5b depict the demand
fulfillment probability of primary hospitals 3, 4, 8, 9 and 10 of warehouse 1 for
the scenario consisting of one warehouse and six hospitals (five primary and
one secondary hospital) against the probability of vehicle destruction and the
probability of path destruction, respectively.
The graph in Fig. 5a exhibits a decreasing trend in hospital demand fulfillment probability with respect to an increase in the probability of vehicle
destruction assuming no path destruction.
We have made a generalized formal model of RSLD in natural disaster management which can analyze any real-world scenario. For verification and analysis
purpose, we chose to use the RSLD of Seattle as a case study. The corresponding
map is shown in Fig. 3 [25]. It has five warehouses and ten hospitals. We altered
the demand of the hospitals to analyze the impact of vehicle destruction on hospital demand fulfillment. If a hospital has a demand such that the number of
available vehicles are not sufficient for demand fulfillment, the chance of vehicle
destruction is more as compared to the case in which the hospital demand is
low because we are observing two way vehicle destruction. It is important to
note that the proposed model is generic so we can cater for more hospitals with
different demands as well but we have verified this particular scenario because
of the considered case of Seatle RSLD. [25].
Moreover, we also change the hospital demand, i.e., Hospital 3 gets a higher
demand compared to Hospital 10 to analyze its impact on the demand fulfillment
probability. We can thus deduce that with an increase in hospital demand, the
impact of vehicle destruction increases. Similarly, for the same scenario, the
probability of hospital demand fulfillment decreases with an increase in the path
destruction probability assuming no vehicle destruction as shown in Fig. 5b.
Hospital 3
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Hospital 8
Hospital 9
Hospital 10

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
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Fig. 5: Demand Fulfillment of Hospitals Vs Probability of Vehicle and Path
Destruction
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(b)

Fig. 6: Demand Fulfillment of a Hospital Vs Probability of Path and Vehicle
Destruction within the Expected Time
We also analyzed the hospital demand probability within expected time for
the same scenario. For illustration of the effect of expected time on demand fulfillment, the demand fulfillment of a single hospital, i.e., Hospital 3 of warehouse
1 is plotted against the probability of path destruction and probability of vehicle
destruction by varying expected time. The required time or the expected time
is the time stated by respective hospitals to meet their corresponding demands.
The values of expected time are selected based on the best and worst cases of
hospital demand fulfillment time. In Fig. 6a, the demand fulfillment of a hospital
within an expected time of 15, 20 and 25 units is observed while varying the
probability of path destruction. The slope of the curve for the expected time
equal to 15 is steeper compared to the curve having an expected time equal to
20. Similarly, the slope of the curve for the expected time equal to 20 is steeper
as compared to the curve having expected time equal to 25. This trend depicts
that with a decrease in expected time of demand fulfillment, the impact of path
destruction increases. This trend enables a disaster manager to route its vehicle
on potentially safer paths in case of having strict constraints on the expected
time and route remaining vehicles on alternate paths to efficiently fulfill the
demand.
Fig. 6b shows the demand fulfillment of a hospital within an expected time of
40, 42 and 45 units based on the probability of vehicle destruction. So basically
we wanted to have three integer values within the interval of 40-45. The middle
value could be 42 or 43 and we chose 42. As anticipated, the expected time of
hospital demand fulfillment in case of vehicle destruction is higher as compared
to path destruction. Reason being, path destruction and path selection activity
is performed prior to routing of vehicles as depicted in Algorithm, 1 thus maximizing the chance of demand fulfillment. All the curves exhibit a decreasing
trend in hospital demand fulfillment with respect to an increase in the probability of vehicle destruction assuming safe paths. This experiment indicates that
a curve with a larger expected time has more probability of demand fulfillment
and a larger value of slope as compared to a curve with a smaller expected time.
This trend enables a disaster manager to route the mechanically fit vehicles (to
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avoid vehicle destruction) to hospitals having larger expected time and route the
remaining vehicles to hospitals having smaller expected times to efficiently fulfill
the demand.
1 lost vehicle
2 lost vehicles
3 lost vehicles
4 lost vehicles
5 lost vehicles
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Fig. 7: Demand Fulfillment of Hospital Vs Probability of Vehicle Destruction
with respect to the number of Hospitals and number of Vehicles Lost
We analyzed the effect of varying number of hospitals on probability of vehicle destruction and hospital demand fulfillment as shown in Fig. 7a. It is worth
mentioning here that the hospital demand fulfillment is independent of a specific number i.e., hospital 3, 4, 8, 9 and 10. The same impact is observed for
each case. Fig. 7a, represents the demand fulfillment of Hospital 3 which is the
first primary hospital of Warehouse 1. It exhibits a decreasing trend in hospital
demand fulfillment with respect to an increase in the probability of vehicle destruction for different number of served hospitals i.e., 1 to 5. It is evident from
the graph that the demand fulfillment of the hospital decreases with an increase
in the number of serving hospitals for a specific value of probability of vehicle
destruction, because of resource sharing, i.e., capacity and number of vehicles of
a warehouse. Similarly, we analyzed the effect of varying number of lost vehicles
on probability of vehicle destruction and hospital demand fulfillment as shown
in Fig. 7b. It shows a decreasing trend in hospital demand fulfillment with respect to an increase in the number of lost vehicles and probability of vehicle
destruction. We also analyzed the accumulative effect of the probability of vehicle and path destruction on the probability of demand fulfillment as depicted in
Fig. 8. This is the probability of the event when both the path and vehicles are
destroyed simultaneously. This event can happen even though its occurrence is
rare compared to the ones where only the path or only the vehicles are destroyed.
As expected, the slope of the curve is steeper as compared to the one given in
Fig. 5. In other words, we can say that as we increase the number of parameters
in the transportation system, i.e., path and vehicle destruction, the impact gets
inevitable and even more critical in nature. The probability of error or the probabilistic bound for each verified property is approximately 0.0003168941551804785
based on a 99.0% confidence level, indicates the quality of our results.
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Fig. 8: Demand Fulfillment of Hospital Vs Accumulative Probability of Vehicle
and Path Destruction
We have considered a number of random factors associated with RSLD in
the analysis including path selection, path destruction, vehicle selection, vehicle
destruction and traversal time of a specific path. To the best of our knowledge,
all these factors have not been tackled simultaneously in any existing model of
RSLD. The development of a formal stochastic model of RSLD enabled us to
verify interesting properties regarding demand fulfillment of hospitals in terms
of the probability of vehicle destruction, the probability of path destruction, the
probability of vehicle destruction within expected time, the probability of path
destruction within expected time, the probability of vehicle destruction with
varying number of hospitals, the probability of vehicle destruction with varying
number of lost vehicles and the probability of vehicle and path destruction. These
analysis results facilitate the disaster managers to adopt a proactive approach
in fulfilling the demand of hospitals in exigency scenarios.

8

Conclusions

The main contribution of this paper includes the development of a formal model
of RSLD in natural disaster management that can be specialized to analyze
any real-world scenario of RSLD. In modeling RSLD, a number of stochastic
factors are considered, such as path selection, path destruction, vehicle selection, vehicle destruction and traversal time of a specific path. To the best of our
knowledge, these stochastic factors are not implemented simultaneously in any
existing RSLD model. One distinguishing feature of developing such a model is
its basis on a formal semantic of systems as it allows the disaster manager to
reason about very complex behavioral properties of the system using statistical
model checking. For example, we analyzed the number of vehicles required to
fulfill the hospital demand within some expected time with respect to the accumulative probability of path and vehicle destruction, hospital demand fulfillment
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with respect to the expected time etc. In order to illustrate the usefulness of the
proposed framework, we used it to analyze a real-world RSLD scenario based in
the Seattle area. The analysis results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed framework, which can be further extended to formally model and analyze
other domains of natural disaster management as well, e.g., evacuation shelters
and evacuation planning.
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